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Chapter I 

Introduction 

The cryptic quality of Kant’s discussion of genius in the Critique of Judgment has led to 

its neglect in the secondary literature, where it is treated as an afterthought (Zammito 32-

33), episodic (Allison 271), or tangential (Makkreel 89). Indeed, Kant’s main concern in 

the third Critique is not artistic creation but, as the title suggests, aesthetic judgment, and 

his belated discussion of the former, centering on genius and its mysterious connection to 

nature, is easily waved off as an ad hoc attempt to solve the discrepancy that arises in his 

theory concerning artistic beauty, or fine art. To be appreciated as a work of art, an object 

must be recognized as having been produced intentionally, i.e., according to a rule or 

concept. To be beautiful, on the other hand, an object must be able to invoke a certain 

response—a “judgment of beauty”—in the subject. By Kant’s definition, judgments of 

beauty are not determined by concepts, and so in order for an object (e.g., an artwork) to 

trigger a judgment of beauty, it must be such that the subject lacks a concept for it. Thus 

the rule or concept according to which beautiful art is produced must be original and 

unrepeatable. However, it is unclear how the artist can devise such an original, 

unrepeatable concept or rule. Kant’s answer to this question, his solution to “the problem 

of fine art,” is his account of genius. By clarifying Kant’s account of genius, then, this 

paper aims to secure the possibility of fine art under Kant’s aesthetics. One important 

implication of the reading set forth here is that it also renders sublime art possible on 

Kant’s own terms. 
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The discussion will proceed as follows. In chapter two I will summarize Kant’s 

account of aesthetic judgment, and explain how it gives rise to the problem of fine art, or 

the question of how artistic beauty is possible. Kant’s answer to this question is his 

account of genius, essential to which is genius’s connection to nature. The aim of chapter 

three will be to clarify this connection, which will require us first to specify what the 

elements of genius are, their origins, and how they contribute to the production of 

beautiful art. On my reading, nature supplies genius with some, but not all, of the tools 

and materials that are required for the production of beautiful art. Genius’s evaluative 

capacity—“taste”—is not given by nature, but acquired through experience. In chapter 

four I argue that, if we accept my reading, Kant’s genius entails the capacity to produce, 

not just fine art, but sublime art as well. 
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Chapter II  

The Problem of Fine Art 

In order to understand why Kant needs genius to explain how artistic beauty is possible, 

that is to say, how the artist is capable of producing an object that can trigger a judgment 

that is not determined by concepts, we must first get clear on Kant’s account of aesthetic 

judgment as well as his notion of art. Kant defines art in the broad sense—“art in 

general”—as a type of intentional production, or “production through freedom, i.e., 

through a will which bases its actions in reason” (§43). Art is thus distinguished from 

nature in that, whereas the former is rational and therefore potentially free, the latter is a-

rational and therefore heteronomous. Art is also different from nature in that it 

“presupposes rules by means of which in the first instance a product, if it is to be called 

artistic, is represented as possible.” (§46) From here, Kant distinguishes “mechanical” 

from “aesthetic” art in terms of the end for which the product is intended and the rule by 

which it is brought about. Mechanical art is produced to serve a definite purpose, and 

hence the “rule” it presupposes is grounded in a definite concept (e.g., table); aesthetic art 

is not produced to serve any definite purpose, but simply to give pleasure, and hence the 

rule it presupposes is not grounded in any definite concept (§43). Finally, Kant 

distinguishes between aesthetic art that pleases directly through sensation (i.e., “agreeable 

art”) and aesthetic art that pleases through cognition (i.e., “fine art”) (§44). The type of 

cognition that gives rise to pleasure in the case of fine art Kant calls “reflection,” which is 

the ground of aesthetic judgments or judgments of taste. Fine art is therefore (1) a type of 
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intentional production that (2) presupposes rules and (3) the purpose of which is to give 

pleasure by means of reflection. The capacity expressed in (3) is just the capacity to 

trigger a judgment of beauty, and for Kant it is by virtue of this capacity that an object 

(whether natural or artificial) can be called beautiful. But what exactly is a “judgment of 

beauty,” and what makes an object capable of triggering such a judgment?  

A judgment of beauty is a response to “the mere form” of an object for which the 

subject has no concept—an object that she can apprehend but cannot comprehend. As the 

subject searches for the non-existent concept (as she “reflects”), her faculties of 

judgment, or imagination and understanding, are set into a “harmonious free play” that 

she experiences as pleasure (§22). The subject attributes the cause of her pleasure to the 

object, judging it to be beautiful. If an artwork is to trigger a judgment of beauty, then, 

the subject’s experience of it must be “concept-free.” It must not be determined by a 

concept (e.g., the concept of a purpose) as this would preclude reflection, the ground of 

all judgments of taste. The subject must regard the work as merely formally purposive or 

“purposive without purpose;” that is to say, she must regard it merely as material for 

reflection in Kant’s sense, not as having been created for some other end (§22).  On the 

other hand, any experience of an artwork qua artwork involves recognition that the work 

was intentionally created, i.e., created for some purpose and according to some concept. 

These two requirements seem prima facie mutually exclusive. How can an object that one 

recognizes as having been produced according to a concept trigger a judgment that is not 

itself determined by concepts? Natural objects do not have this problem, since one 
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needn’t regard them as intentionally produced in order to appreciate their formal 

purposiveness. As Kant says, “In order to judge of a natural beauty as such I need not 

have beforehand a concept of what sort of thing the object is to be...” (§48). Hence 

natural beauty is the paradigm case of beauty in Kant’s aesthetics: our experience of it is 

not tainted by artistic intention. While our experiences of artworks are so tainted, 

artworks nevertheless do trigger judgments of beauty. Kant must explain how this is 

possible.  

In an initial attempt to explain how an object that we recognize as the product of 

intention can at the same time give rise to a judgment that involves cognizing an object as 

purposeless, Kant asserts that “art must look like nature though we are conscious of it as 

art.” (§45) Allegedly, as long as the object appears “intention-free,” as long as it looks 

like a product of nature—i.e., purposive without purpose—it is in principle capable of 

triggering a judgment of beauty. Thus, to produce a beautiful artwork, the artist must 

simply create something the mere form of which pleases through reflection, yet which 

does not appear to have been created for a definite purpose, or according to a definite 

concept. However, Kant still needs to explain how the artist is able to produce an object 

that looks like nature, and hence that can trigger a judgment of beauty, even though the 

subject of the judgment is conscious of it as art. Kant clearly states that this cannot be 

achieved by means of “mere copying” (§47).  By what means, then, can it be achieved? 

Kant’s answer to this question, his solution to the problem of fine art, takes the form of 

his account of genius.  
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As I discussed, to be distinguished from nature, all art must be “preceded by a 

rule.” As we just learned, however, this rule must not be grounded in a determinate 

concept if the work is to be counted as beautiful. Thus, the rule that is presupposed by 

fine art must be an original, unrepeatable rule. But how does the artist devise such a 

rule? Kant’s answer is that he cannot; rather, “….Nature in the subject [the artist] must 

(by the harmony of its faculties) give the rule to art; i.e., fine art is possible only as a 

product of genius.” (§46) The origin of beautiful art, and hence the origin of the rule that 

precedes its production, must come from nature. Thus Kant defines genius in §46 as “the 

innate mental disposition (ingenium) through which Nature gives the rule to Art” (§46). 

As we can see, not just genius, but also and especially her connection to nature, is 

essential to Kant’s solution to the problem of fine art—his explanation of how the artist is 

able to produce an object according to original and unrepeatable rules. But how are we to 

understand this connection? What exactly does it mean that it is “through genius” that 

nature “gives the rule to art?” 

According to Paul Guyer, Kant’s notion of genius as “nature in the subject” 

undercuts Kant’s earlier claim that fine art must look like nature. If genius just is nature, 

and hence fine art is just a product of nature, then it is redundant to assert that fine art 

must look like nature. This would be like asserting that, in order to be beautiful, a tree 

“must look like nature.” Guyer’s criticism is misguided, however, in its assumption that 

fine art just is a product of nature, or that nature supplies Kant’s genius with all of the 

necessary elements for the production of beautiful art. Guyer writes:  
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In spite of the initial contrast between products of nature and products of 

freedom….the specific intention realized in a work of art—that is, the particular 

conception realized by the work, not just the general intention to please by 

producing the harmony of the faculties—is itself in the last analysis a work of 

nature, so even explicit recognition of it can in no way interfere with the purely 

aesthetic character of our response to the work. (Guyer 356) 

On Guyer’s reading, then, the distinction between nature and art collapses completely. 

The implicit assumption that Guyer is making is that the artwork tout court, and not just 

the “particular conception” that it realizes (which Kant calls the work’s “aesthetic idea”), 

is nothing over and above a product of nature. Call this the “strong conception” of the 

relationship between genius and nature. This view, as I will argue in the next chapter, 

cannot plausibly be attributed to Kant. As I will discuss, taste (understood as genius’s 

evaluative capacity) is essential in the production of fine art for Kant, and hence is a 

necessary condition of genius qua talent for producing beautiful art, and taste is not given 

by nature but acquired through experience. Thus it isn’t quite right to say that fine art just 

is a product of nature and that therefore the requirement that it look like nature is 

redundant. Fine art is a product of genius, and genius is “natural” insofar as it entails a 

productive mode the constituents of which are given by nature; however, it also entails an 

evaluative mode that is acquired through experience. I will expand and defend these 

claims in the following chapter. 
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Chapter III 

The Genius-Nature Relationship 

Over the course of the eleven sections in the third Critique devoted to the discussion of 

beautiful art and artistic creation, Kant incorporates numerous elements into his account 

of genius: the faculties of judgment (imagination and understanding), the “principle of 

spirit,” and the “discipline of taste.” However, it is often unclear precisely what function 

these elements serve, for Kant, in the production of beautiful art. For example, Kant 

seems to suggest in §50 that taste is necessary and sufficient for the production of 

beautiful art. Kant writes: “If…in a conflict of these two properties [taste and genius] in a 

product something must be sacrificed, it should be rather on the side of genius” (§50). 

Yet in §48, Kant states that taste is “merely a judging and not a productive faculty; and 

what is appropriate to it is therefore not a work of beautiful art” (§48). Henry Allison 

explains this and related discrepancies in Kant’s account of genius by arguing that Kant 

has two distinct conceptions of genius: a “thick” conception that includes an inventive 

imagination, understanding, spirit, and taste; and a “thin” conception that includes only 

the faculties and spirit. Allison argues that the function of the “thin” conception of genius 

in the third Critique is largely polemical—used by Kant to distinguish himself from the 

proto-romantic notions of artistic inspiration that prevailed in 18
th

 century thought; 

whereas, the “thick” conception is significantly more developed, and indeed more 

consistent with Kant’s account of aesthetic judgment overall (Allison 300-301). Using 

this distinction as a springboard, I will attempt in this chapter to reconstruct Kant’s views 
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on the conditions of artistic beauty and its production by tracing the elements of genius 

(thickly construed) to their origins so as to clarify the relationship between genius and 

nature. I will argue that while the genius’s purely “productive” capacity is given to him 

by nature, his “evaluative” capacity is acquired through experience.
1
 Call this the “weak 

conception” of the genius-nature relationship. I will begin by tackling genius’s purely 

productive element, which involves imagination, understanding, and an “animating 

principle” (or spirit), before moving on to its “evaluative” element, or taste.        

 

The Faculties of Judgment, Spirit, and Nature  

In his discussion “Of the Faculties of the Mind that Constitute Genius,” Kant explains 

that genius consists in a “happy relation” between the faculties of judgment, or 

imagination and understanding (§48). In this “happy relation,” the faculties are “put 

purposively into swing” by spirit, the faculty or principle
2
 that “animates the soul” and 

“occasions much thought” (§48). The primary function that spirit serves in the production 

of beautiful art is to discover and express aesthetic ideas (which Kant later identifies as 

the “content” or “matter” of an artwork) as well as the “subjective state of mind” that 

these ideas brought about in the artist as she was producing the work (§48). Aesthetic 

                                                 
1
 It should be noted that there is one sense in which taste is “natural.” The faculties that comprise the 

faculty of judgment (taste)—the imagination and understanding—are innate. However, as I will discuss 

further down, the faculty of judgment or taste must be cultivated through exposure to examples if it is to be 

successfully employed in the production of fine art. 
2
 At times Kant refers to spirit as a principle, and at other times as a faculty. In section §48, for example, 

Kant states that “Spirit, in an aesthetical sense, is the name given to the animating principle of the mind 

[…] Now I maintain that this principle is no other than the faculty of presenting aesthetical ideas.”  
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ideas seek to approximate rational ideas, to which no intuition, or representation of the 

imagination, can be adequate. Thus rational ideas (hell, eternity, death, and envy are a 

few of Kant’s examples (§49)) comprise the artwork’s theme; the sensible content that 

approximates this theme consists in an array of particular images and intuitions, or in 

Kant’s word’s, “aesthetic attributes.” The aesthetic idea intervenes between these two 

elements—the rational idea and the array of aesthetic attributes.  

Now, anyone who possesses the faculties of judgment (imagination and 

understanding) is in principle capable of discovering and understanding rational ideas; 

however, not everyone is capable of producing sensible presentations of these ideas, or of 

going “beyond the limits of experience and to present [rational ideas] to Sense with a 

completeness of which there is no example in nature” (§49). Thus the faculties of 

judgment are necessary, but not sufficient, conditions for communicating aesthetic ideas. 

As I discussed, spirit is also necessary as that which “animates” the faculties of judgment 

or puts them “purposively into swing.” However, like the faculties of judgment, spirit is 

not unique to genius. In fact, Kant seems to suggest in §49 that one must possess spirit in 

order to successfully interpret artworks,
3
 i.e., in order to grasp the work’s aesthetic idea, 

and the “subjective state of mind” that it brought about in the artist. Furthermore, spirit is 

involved in more activities than just artistic creation, for Kant; festal discourse, a work of 

                                                 
3
Interpretation is, of course, to be distinguished from judgment. The latter is triggered by an artwork’s form 

(which is nonetheless inextricably linked to its content); the former concerns the work’s content (which is 

nonetheless inextricably linked to its form.) Thus, while content and form are both involved in the 

interpretation as well as the judgment of an artwork, content is at the foreground in the former, form in the 

latter. Insofar as it supplies the work’s content, then, genius qua attunement to spirit is primarily 

responsible for making the work subject to interpretation. 
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history, conversation and the conversants themselves can be “spirited” or “spiritless” 

(§49). According to Kant, “even of a woman we say that she is pretty, an agreeable 

talker, and courteous, but without spirit” (§49). This latter example, especially, suggests 

that spirit is not unique to genius. If only artistic geniuses possessed spirit, we would not 

arbitrarily say of some woman that she is “without spirit”—as this observation suggests 

that some non-geniuses ostensibly do have spirit. 

But if all people possess the faculties of judgment, and many possess spirit as 

well, shouldn’t most people be capable of discovering aesthetic ideas, and hence of 

creating beautiful art? If this were the case, it would certainly be a problem for Kant’s 

aesthetics; for, ostensibly very few people are capable of producing beautiful art in Kant’s 

sense. Kant’s genius must be distinguished from “most people” for his account of fine art 

to be plausible; thus imagination, understanding, and spirit should not be jointly sufficient 

for the production of beautiful art. It is for this reason, presumably, that Kant states that 

genius’s faculties must also be “attuned” to spirit—a mental disposition unique to genius 

that enables her to capture the “quickly passing play of Imagination and [unify] it in a 

concept (which is even on that account original and discloses a new rule that could not 

have been inferred from any preceding principles or examples)” (§49). It is by virtue of 

her attunement to spirit that genius is able to unify in a concept the images and intuitions 

brought to mind by the rational idea that she is trying to communicate.
4
 This concept, 

however, must not be inferred from any preceding rules or examples—otherwise the 

                                                 
4
And, as I will argue, it is by virtue of taste that she is able to embody this idea, or give it a form. 
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object could not give rise to reflection and trigger a judgment of beauty. In short, it is by 

virtue of her attunement to spirit that genius is uniquely capable of discovering novel, 

indeterminate concepts that she will then communicate through art.  

If it is by virtue of her attunement to spirit that genius is capable of presenting 

sensible approximations of rational ideas, then attunement to spirit is what distinguishes 

the genius from the non-genius. The latter may have spirit, but since her faculties of 

judgment are not “attuned” to spirit, she is unable to communicate aesthetic ideas, and 

hence to produce beautiful art. Now, Kant never explicitly states what it means for one’s 

faculties to be attuned to spirit. The most that he tells us is that spirit is, again, a principle 

or faculty that animates the soul (a term Kant uses interchangeably with “mind” in this 

context), putting the faculties “purposively into swing;” and that, in the case of genius, 

spirit is used in the production of beautiful art. Indeed, on Kant’s terms it is in principle 

impossible to explain exactly how genius, by virtue of her attunement to spirit, creates 

beautiful art—since the rule she gives to the latter is not grounded in determinate 

concepts. However, this does not imply that it is impossible to clarify Kant’s concept of 

“attunement.” I will attempt to do this now.   

Throughout his discussion of genius, Kant uses “attunement” as a synonym for 

“happy relation”—the same terms that he uses to characterize the relationship between 

imagination and understanding that obtains in a judgment of beauty. Now, in the positive 

evaluation of beautiful artworks, i.e., in a judgment of beauty, the imagination is in a 

happy relation with (is attuned to) understanding, and the faculties are “reflecting” on the 
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object’s form (§21). In the production of a beautiful artwork, genius uses reflective 

judgment to combine sensible particulars into the “aesthetic counterpart” to a rational 

idea, i.e., to sensibly approximate an idea that can only be thought. But where a judgment 

of beauty involves a happy relation between the faculties, genius in its purely productive 

mode consists in the attunement (or happy relation) of the faculties to spirit. Since spirit 

is an animating faculty, the attunement of the faculties of judgment to spirit results in a 

livelier sort of reflection than that which constitutes judgments of beauty; as the 

imagination “churns out” representations, the understanding works quickly to supply a 

concept in which to unify them (a concept which, of course, it lacks):  

If now we place under a concept a representation of the Imagination [...] which 

occasions in itself more thought than can ever be comprehended in a definite 

concept, and which consequently aesthetically enlarges the concept itself in an 

unbounded fashion, the Imagination is here creative […] i.e., by a representation 

more thought (which indeed belongs to the concept of the object) is occasioned 

than can in it be grasped or made clear. (§48) 

The type of concept that Kant is referring to here is not an empirical concept, but a 

rational concept—a concept without determinate conceptual content. By seeking to 

approximate the rational concept (i.e., the rational idea), the imagination in effect 

enlarges it; and the upshot of this process, if all goes as planned, will be an aesthetic 

idea—a sensible approximation of a rational idea that occasions more thought “than can 

ever be comprehended in a definite concept.” Again, genius accomplishes this by virtue 

of its attunement to spirit, rendering attunement the productive equivalent of the “happy 

relation” between the faculties that obtains in a judgment of beauty. In both artistic 

production and judgments of beauty, the faculties are in a “happy relation”—in the latter 
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case just with each other, in the former case with spirit. In both types of activity, 

therefore, pleasure is experienced through reflection—on the object’s “mere form” in the 

case of aesthetic judgment, and in the case of artistic production on an “abundance of 

underdeveloped material” or “illimitable field of kindred representations” (§49).     

Attunement to spirit is also what enables genius to “inspire,” and be inspired by, 

other geniuses. In Kant’s words: “The Ideas of the artist excite like Ideas in his pupils if 

nature has endowed them with a like proportion of their mental powers. Hence models of 

beautiful art are the only means of handing down these Ideas to posterity” (§47). Here 

Kant is not referring to any process whereby artists learn from other artists how to 

produce works of art, or how to communicate aesthetic ideas; for, if these abilities could 

be learned or taught, then the rules presupposed by beautiful art would not be original and 

unrepeatable. What Kant is talking about here, rather, seems to be “inspiration” in the lay 

sense, or the process whereby the artist is (allegedly) spontaneously prompted to produce 

a work of art. More specifically, Kant seems to be suggesting that “traces” of genius’s 

mental constitution are actually discernible in works of fine art,
5
 and it is these traces that 

“catalyze” creative production when perceived by other geniuses. Non-geniuses, because 

they do not share a “like proportion” of the genius’s mental powers (i.e., they do not 

share the genius’s attunement, or happy relation, to spirit) will not be inspired to produce 

their own works of beautiful art. 

                                                 
5
 This statement demands further explanation—which I will give in section three. In short, I will argue that 

states of mind (e.g., emotions and moods) can be, not only evoked by, but also embodied in, works of art. 

(See pages 29-31 of this paper.) 
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In sum, genius’s attunement is what enables her to (1) unify a vast array of images 

and intuitions in a novel indeterminate concept and (2) “inspire” other geniuses to do the 

same. Since neither of these abilities can be taught, the genius’s “attunement to spirit” 

must be innate, given to her by nature. Now, recall that under the “thin” conception of 

genius, attunement to spirit is all that is required for the production of beautiful art. 

Therefore, since genius is attuned to spirit by nature, the thin conception of genius 

implies that nature supplies genius with all that is required for the production of beautiful 

art. In other words, the thin conception of genius presupposes the strong conception of 

the genius-nature relationship. However, there is good reason not to attribute either of 

these views (the thin conception of genius or the strong conception of its relationship to 

nature) to Kant. This reason is precisely the emphasis Kant places on the role of taste in 

the production of beautiful art, as I will now discuss. 

Taste, Genius, and Nature 

In §47, Kant states: “Genius can only furnish rich material for products of beautiful art; 

its execution and its form require talent cultivated in the schools, in order to make such a 

use of this material as will stand examination by the Judgment” (§47). It can be inferred 

from this statement that genius “in the thin sense” is not sufficient for the production of 

beautiful art. Kant has just claimed that genius (understood as the mere attunement of the 

faculties to spirit) can only furnish rich material for beautiful art; and, as we know, the 

latter cannot be sensibly presented without a form. So either beautiful art does not need to 

have a form (and thus does not need to trigger a judgment of beauty), or genius in the thin 
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sense, i.e., genius construed as an attunement of the faculties to spirit, is not sufficient for 

the production of beautiful art. Kant would without question reject the former claim, 

insofar as he thinks that an object is beautiful if and only if it is able to trigger a judgment 

of beauty. We may therefore conclude that genius in the thin sense is not sufficient for 

the production of art. It must, then, be genius in thick sense (which again entails, not just 

attunement of the faculties to spirit, but taste as well) that Kant is referring to when he 

states that genius is the talent through which nature gives the rule to art. It is by virtue of 

her attunement to spirit, which I argued is given to genius by nature, that genius furnishes 

the “rich material” for beautiful artworks; taste, which I will argue genius acquires 

through experience, furnishes their form. If we accept my interpretation, beautiful 

artworks are not “products of nature” tout court; they are “natural” insofar as genius 

entails a productive mode the constituents of which are natural or innate; they are 

“artificial” insofar as genius entails an evaluative mode (the “discipline of taste”) that is 

acquired through experience.  

In §48 Kant says something that might seem to overtly contradict my 

interpretation. In this section, Kant describes taste as “merely a judging and not a 

productive faculty; and what is appropriate to it is therefore not a work of beautiful art” 

(§48). One might think that “not a productive faculty” translates as “in no way involved 

in the production of beautiful art.” This interpretation, however, is misguided. As we just 

saw, Kant states explicitly in §47 that genius (in the thin sense) can only furnish material 

for beautiful art. In order for this material to be sensibly presented—in order for the 
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aesthetic idea to be embodied—it must be given a form. Hence the artwork’s “execution 

and form require talent cultivated in the schools, in order to make such a use of this 

material as will stand examination by the Judgment” (§47). And as Kant will go on to 

argue in §50, for the genius to give his work form, taste is requisite:   

To ask whether it is more important for the things of beautiful art that Genius or 

Taste should be displayed, is the same as to ask whether it depends on 

Imagination or Judgment. Now, since in respect of the first art is rather said to be 

full of spirit, but only deserves to be called a beautiful art on account of the 

second; this latter is at least, as its indispensable condition (condition sine qua 

non), the most important thing to which one has to look in the judging of art as 

beautiful art. (§50) 

Here Kant expressly states that it is only in respect of taste displayed in the work that an 

artwork deserves to be called beautiful—presumably because judgments of beauty are 

triggered by the artwork’s form, which taste furnishes. Thus while taste is indeed an 

evaluative faculty, it is an evaluative faculty that is nonetheless employed in the 

production of beautiful art. However, one might worry that this passage suggests that 

taste is, not just necessary, but sufficient for the production of beautiful art. As Allison 

notes, whereas genius was originally introduced to solve the problem of fine art, in §50 it 

is “demoted….to a mere subordinate, a kind of second-class citizen in the creative 

process, whose contribution apparently can be sacrificed without totally negating the 

beauty of the work” (Allison, 300). If genius is now sufficient for the production of 

beautiful art, then the attunement of the faculties to spirit is not even necessary for said 

production, and hence not entailed by genius. Up until now, however, it seemed clear that 

this attunement was entailed by genius—as that which secured genius’s connection to 
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nature. If “attunement” is no longer a necessary condition for genius, and if taste is now 

deemed the solution to the problem of fine art, then Kant must link taste to nature.  

Is there any evidence that suggests that the relationship between genius and nature 

is rooted in taste? To be sure, the faculties of taste (imagination and understanding) are 

innate to genius, and in this sense are “given by nature.” And indeed, insofar as 

judgments of taste are not governed by reason and as such are “heteronomous,” taste is, 

in this sense, linked to nature. On the whole, however, taste is not linked to nature or 

construed as natural in Kant’s discussion of artistic production. In §43 Kant emphasizes 

the tension between “mechanism” and “spirit,” associating mechanism with “body” or 

form and spirit with “life” or liveliness: “But it is not inexpedient to recall that in all free 

arts there is yet requisite something compulsory or, as it is called, mechanism, without 

which the spirit, which must be free in art and which alone inspires the work, would have 

no body and would evaporate altogether...” (§43). Without spirit, then, the artist can only 

produce an academically correct but “lifeless” product. On the other hand, in §50 (where 

taste is referred to as the “discipline or training of Genius”) Kant states that an artwork 

only deserves to be called beautiful on account of the taste displayed therein—which 

suggests that taste is responsible for furnishing the work’s “body” or form (§50). Thus 

the close relationship between form, taste, and mechanism—as contrasted with matter, 

spirit, and liveliness—suggests that taste is to be contrasted with nature. As I will argue 

now, taste is actually what “denaturalizes” genius as nature in the subject.  
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In §48 Kant states that “The Imagination (as a productive faculty of cognition) is 

very powerful in creating another nature, as it were, out of the material that actual 

nature gives it” (§49). The imagination in question belongs to genius, thus “another 

nature” presumably refers to a beautiful work of art. But in what sense is this nature, the 

work of fine art, “other” than nature proper?  It would be strange for Kant to say that 

genius creates “another nature….out of the material that actual nature gives it” if he did 

not want to distinguish between the first and second usages of “nature.” It would also be 

strange for Kant to apply the modal qualifier “actual” to the second instance of nature, 

and not the first, if he didn’t intend to distinguish the former from the latter. Ostensibly, 

then, Kant differentiates between the “nature” that genius creates (i.e., the artwork) and 

nature proper. But what is the difference, and what the similarity, between “actual nature” 

and the nature that genius creates? A clue is given in one of Kant’s unpublished 

reflections, where he writes: “Art is like a garden in which everything happens according 

to a method” (Kant, 754). This statement, like the quotation from §48, suggests that fine 

art is a mediated form of nature, and that genius qua producer of fine art is the avenue 

through which heteronomous nature becomes subject to a will that grounds (or at least 

can ground) its actions in reason. Thus, “actual” nature is “denaturalized” when mediated 

by genius, and therefore some element of genius must not belong to nature proper. As I 

discussed, genius’s “attunement,” the relation of his faculties to spirit, is given to him by 

nature. The only remaining element is taste. Therefore, what is “unnatural” in genius 

must be his evaluative capacity, or taste.  
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Indeed, Kant distinguishes “the discipline of taste” from the “freedom and wealth 

of the Imagination.” Kant is using “freedom” unusually in the context, to refer to freedom 

from reason—a usage that he elucidates in the General Remark to §29: 

Though…the immediate pleasure in the beautiful in nature presupposes and 

cultivates a certain liberality of thought, i.e., makes our delight independent of 

any mere enjoyment of sense, still it represents freedom rather as in play than as 

exercising a law-ordained function, which is the genuine characteristic of human 

morality, where reason has to impose its dominion upon sensibility. (§29) 

In other words, aesthetic freedom should be distinguished from freedom from inclination 

(i.e., freedom from heteronomy or nature.) Whereas moral judgment is free because it is 

governed by reason (and therefore determined by concepts), aesthetic judgment is “free” 

because it is not governed by reason (and is therefore not determined by concepts). Thus 

“freedom of the imagination” is in another sense heteronomy, and always threatens to 

devolve into lunacy or nonsense. It is thus all the more appropriate that genius in the thin 

sense would be identified as nature (heteronomy) in the subject. Whereas, it is by virtue 

of the “discipline” of taste that genius is nature in the subject—nature as mediated by 

practice, experience, and exposure to examples.  

This reading of genius, as containing an element (taste) that is acquired from 

experience as opposed to nature is supported by Kant’s discussion of taste in §32. Here 

Kant introduces the notion of “following,” which he contrasts with “imitation.” 

According to Kant, the former and not the latter is the mode or manner in which the artist 

draws on the works of her predecessors and cultivates her faculty of taste. Kant also 

states that, of all of the “faculties and talents” of genius (i.e., the imagination and 
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understanding taken separately, spirit, and the discipline of taste), taste is “just that one 

which most needs examples of what has in the progress of culture received the longest 

approval; that it may not become again uncivilized and return to the crudeness of its first 

days” (§32). Repeated exposure to examples, then, coupled with formal training from the 

schools, is essential to “the discipline of taste”—that which furnishes the artwork’s form. 

Whereas, inventive imagination and spirit require no such repeated exposure to fulfill 

their function, i.e., to furnish the artwork’s content. Thus unlike genius’s purely 

productive mode, its evaluative mode (taste) is acquired from experience. This is of 

course not to say that the particular faculties of taste—the imagination and the 

understanding—are acquired from experience. The faculties of judgment themselves are 

innate, but it is only through repeated exposure to examples that these faculties become 

capable of successfully embodying aesthetic ideas. We must therefore be careful to 

distinguish between (1) the particular faculties of judgment, which are innate; (2) the 

capacity to make judgments of taste or judgments of beauty, which is acquired through 

experience, and (3) the capacity to employ taste in the embodiment of aesthetic ideas, 

which again is acquired through experience—namely, through repeated exposure to 

examples, and through formal or technical training.  

But if Kant does not link taste in the third usage to nature, then does Kant’s 

assertion in §50, that an artwork deserves to be called beautiful only in respect of the 

taste displayed therein, obviate Kant’s solution to the problem of fine art? Only, I 

suggest, if we interpret §50 as saying that attunement to spirit (or genius in the thin sense) 
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is not even necessary for the production of fine art. But I propose that we instead 

interpret §50 as saying that apprehension of genius is not necessary for the formation of a 

judgment of beauty. That is to say, if something must be sacrificed in the reader’s or 

viewer’s apprehension of the artwork, it must be the mark of genius (in the thin sense) 

and not the mark of taste—the work’s matter and not its form. But form, again, is linked 

to matter, which in the case of beautiful art is supplied by nature through genius. Thus, 

on my reading, genius in the thin sense is still essential to the production of beautiful art; 

it is simply not necessary that the subject apprehend genius (or the attunement of the 

faculties to spirit) in the artwork. Taste and the attunement of the faculties to spirit are 

still necessary, and jointly sufficient, conditions for the production of beautiful art.  

This is not to say that taste is constantly active in the production of beautiful art, 

however. On the contrary, if taste is defined as an evaluative capacity involving the 

imagination and understanding, and if spirit monopolizes on the latter faculties to the end 

of discovering an aesthetic idea through reflection, then it would seem that genius cannot, 

logically speaking, be attuned to spirit and simultaneously exercise taste. Given this 

impossibility, if both taste and attunement of the faculties to spirit are necessary for the 

production of beautiful art (and I think that they are), then it must be the case that such 

production occurs in a series of moments, and that genius entails, not just different 

faculties, but different modes: a purely productive mode, and a primarily evaluative one. 

In genius’s purely productive mode, his faculties of judgment are attuned to spirit as he 

amasses, through reflection, presentations for the still-emerging aesthetic idea; in 
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genius’s primarily evaluative mode, spirit is temporarily “put on hold” as the faculties 

resume a neutral position from which to assess the still-evolving object. The former mode 

is innate; the latter is acquired through practice and observance of examples.  

We have now discussed the elements of genius, and considered how they 

contribute to the production of beautiful art. In so doing, we have gradually clarified our 

understanding of the relationship between genius and nature. I argued that nature is the 

origin of spirit, whereas taste is acquired through experience. If we accept my reading, it 

is her attunement to spirit that secures genius’s connection to nature, and hence this 

attunement is a necessary condition of genius qua Kant’s solution to the problem of fine 

art. However, attunement to spirit is not sufficient for the production of beautiful art, and 

as such it is not sufficient for genius; taste is also necessary. A merit of this interpretation 

is that it reconciles Kant’s “two conceptions” of genius and the seeming discrepancies 

therein. Now, as I will argue in the next chapter, Kant’s solution to the problem of fine 

art, his account of artistic genius, has the surprising implication of rendering not just 

beautiful art, but also sublime art, possible.  
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Chapter IV 

Kant’s Genius and Sublime Art 

In this chapter I will argue that Kant’s genius is uniquely capable of producing, not just 

beautiful art, but sublime art as well. As I’ve already discussed, beautiful art, by Kant’s 

definition, is an intentionally produced object that is capable of triggering a judgment of 

beauty. Using Kant’s definition of beautiful art as a model, I propose that sublime art can 

be defined as an intentionally produced object that is capable of triggering a judgment of 

sublimity. In a Kantian judgment of sublimity, the imagination is confronted with an 

object that it represents as “absolutely large” or “boundlessly formless”—for example, 

the Grand Canyon or a star-filled sky. Lacking a concept for this representation, the 

understanding struggles with the imagination until reason intervenes and “completes the 

comprehension” by adding to it the idea of totality (Kant, § 24-6). The upshot of this 

addition is a feeling of awe or respect for one’s own rational capacities, or one’s ability to 

grasp the idea of infinity (§27). I will argue that, in the same way that physical matter 

(e.g., the Grand Canyon) can exceed our imaginative capacities by its very magnitude, 

thus triggering a judgment of sublimity, so can the “matter” or content of an artwork. 

Two objections can already be anticipated. First, one might argue that art just is 

fine art for Kant; which is to say, art by Kant’s definition is necessarily beautiful. Since 

the beautiful and the sublime give rise to antithetical feelings—the former to “restful 

contemplation” and “a feeling of the furtherance of life,” the latter to a “quickly 

alternating attraction towards, and repulsion from, the same Object”—it does not make 
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sense to say that an object can trigger a judgment of beauty and of sublimity 

simultaneously, or that an object can be beautiful and sublime at once. And since art is 

necessarily beautiful for Kant, goes the objection, the idea of sublime art is incoherent. 

However, I submit that Kant does not say that art “just is fine art.” Rather, “beautiful” 

and “fine” are success terms for Kant; and since not all artworks are successful, not all 

artworks are beautiful.
6
 Kant writes:  

The essential element [of beautiful art] is not the matter of sensation (charm or 

emotion), which has only to do with enjoyment, which leaves behind nothing in 

the idea, and it makes the spirit dull, the object gradually distasteful, and the mind 

[…] disoriented and peevish. If the beautiful arts are not brought into more or less 

close combination with moral Ideas, which alone bring with them a self-sufficing 

satisfaction, this latter fate must ultimately be theirs. (§52) 

Here Kant is emphasizing that if art is to be good art, it must give rise to a harmonious 

relation between the faculties of judgment (or reflection), rather than pleasing through 

mere sensation. If a work possesses qualities that prevent that harmonious relation from 

obtaining (call these “reflection defeaters”), then the work is unsuccessful—it is bad art. 

If it were good art, i.e., if it were beautiful, it would catalyze a restful, pleasurable 

contemplation that would “strengthen and reproduce itself” in the subject. Certain 

artworks, and probably most, do not meet this condition. But though a work may fail to 

be good art on this count, it does not on this count fail to be art. Thus the first 

objection—that art just is fine art for Kant—fails.  

                                                 
6
 Of course, non-beautiful art does not equal sublime art; and thus showing that not all art is beautiful for 

Kant is not sufficient to prove the possibility of sublime art under Kant’s aesthetics—just as showing that 

all art is not beautiful for Kant is not sufficient to prove the possibility of ugly art under Kant’s aesthetics. 

(For discussion of the possibility of ugly objects and negative judgments of taste in Kant, see Hudson 

(1991), Shier (1998), Wenzel (1999), and McConnell (2008)). However, that Kant allows for non-beautiful 

art is sufficient grounds for dismissing the present objection—that art just is fine art for Kant.   
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The second objection appeals to Kant’s assertion that judgments of sublimity only 

occur in response to “rude nature.” A couple of explanations can be given for this 

assertion—which Kant himself does not motivate, but takes for granted in the third 

Critique. One explanation has to do with the fact that, for Kant, nature is created by God 

(who is infinite); artworks, on the other hand, are created by humans (who are finite). The 

sublime is what enables the finite human being to grasp the idea of infinity
7
, and so one 

might suppose that, to trigger a sublime judgment, an object must have an infinite creator. 

For Kant, all objects that are produced by an infinite creator are natural (as opposed to 

artificial) objects, and thus if an object is to trigger a sublime judgment, it must be a 

natural object—not an artwork. This line of reasoning, however, is not sound. The first 

premise—that in order to trigger a sublime judgment, an object must have an infinite 

creator—is clearly false on Kant’s own terms. On Kant’s account, all that is required for 

an object to trigger a sublime judgment is that it be large or powerful enough to appear 

boundlessly formless to the subject, thereby exceeding her comprehension. And a finite 

being could create an object (e.g., a replica of the Grand Canyon) that would do just that. 

The first premise, then—that in order for an object to trigger a sublime judgment it must 

have an infinite creator—is false. Thus the fact that artworks are produced by finite, and 

not infinite, creators does not explain why the philosopher asserts that the sublime cannot 

occur in art.  

                                                 
7
 “Nature is therefore sublime in those of its phenomena, whose intuition brings with it the Idea of its 

infinity. This last can only come by the inadequacy of the greatest effort of our Imagination to estimate the 

magnitude of an object.” (Kant, §26) 
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The likelier explanation is that Kant was not exposed to examples of artworks that 

depart from the formalist standards of beauty that surrounded him. As I’ve argued 

elsewhere:  

In the eighteenth century, the Neoclassical style prevailed in German art 

(Rosenblum, 136). Neoclassicism derived its standards of beauty from ideal forms 

in nature; as German historian Johann J. Winckelmann observed, Neoclassicism, 

like the Classicism from which it emerged, is defined by its “noble simplicity and 

calm grandeur” (Rosenblum, 10). Thus, one could speculate that Kant did not 

have access to examples of artworks that depart from the artistic formalism, and 

formalist standards of beauty, that surrounded him. Caspar David Friedrich’s 

famous Wanderer above the Sea of Fog, a painting which some have argued 

represents one of the earliest departures from neoclassicist standards of beauty, 

was not produced until 1818, fourteen years after Kant’s death (Koerner). 

(Silbernagel, 6)  

Of course, to adequately defend this speculation, a more thorough investigation into the 

art that prevailed in 18
th

 century Germany would be required. Thus, I only posit historical 

context as one possible explanation for Kant’s assertion that the sublime cannot occur in 

art. But regardless of why he denies the possibility, Kant’s account of genius suggests 

that sublime art is in fact possible. I will not argue that sublime art and beautiful art are 

“created equal,” in Kant’s terms; I will only argue that Kant’s genius entails the capacity 

to produce (both mathematical and dynamical) sublime art, and that therefore sublime art 

is possible under Kant’s aesthetics.  

Mathematically Sublime Art 

Above, I proposed that an object counts as sublime art if it (1) it is intentionally produced 

and (2) is capable of triggering judgment of sublimity. But there are two types of sublime 

judgment on Kant’s theory: judgments of mathematical sublimity and judgments of 
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dynamical sublimity. I will explain this distinction, and then apply it to the proposed 

definition of sublime art.  

Judgments of mathematical sublimity are invoked by objects of unfathomable 

magnitude (e.g., the Grand Canyon or a star-filled sky); judgments of dynamical 

sublimity are invoked by an objects (or phenomena) of unfathomable power or force (§ 

27). Both types of sublime judgment are accompanied by “negative pleasure”—a 

“quickly alternating attraction towards, and repulsion from, the same Object.” This 

movement is accompanied by fear in dynamically sublime judgment, by frustration in 

mathematically sublime judgment, and in both types it gives way to wonder and respect. 

Applying this distinction to the proposed definition of sublime art, a mathematically 

sublime artwork would be an intentionally produced object that is capable of triggering a 

judgment of mathematical sublimity; a dynamically sublime artwork would be an 

intentionally produced object that is capable of triggering a judgment of dynamical 

sublimity. As I will now show, an artwork is capable of triggering a judgment of 

mathematical sublimity if its aesthetic ideas are so great in number that the imagination 

cannot represent them in their entirety; an artwork is capable of triggering a judgment of 

dynamical sublimity if the mood or tenor that it expresses is powerful beyond 

comprehension.  

As I discussed in the previous chapter, aesthetic ideas, which comprise the matter 

or content of an artwork, are presentations to which no concept is adequate. Like the 

immense, formless objects that invoke sublime feeling for Kant, aesthetic ideas are 
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“bound up with such a multiplicity of partial representations….that for it no expression 

marking a definite concept can be found” (§ 49). A work whose aesthetic ideas are 

constrained by a form (or, where their arrangement in time can be sensibly presented by 

the imagination) is in principle capable of triggering a judgment of beauty. But in cases 

where the artwork’s aesthetic ideas are so great it number that the imagination represents 

them as boundlessly formless, the work may trigger a judgment of mathematical 

sublimity. In the latter case, the work’s aesthetic idea is like a vast mountain range, or 

star-filled sky; unable to represent it in its entirety, the imagination engages in a struggle 

with the understanding, until reason enters in and “completes the comprehension”—the 

upshot of which is a mathematically sublime judgment.  

It is easier to show that artworks are capable of triggering judgments of 

mathematical sublimity than it is to show that they are capable of triggering judgments of 

dynamical sublimity. Again, whereas mathematically sublime judgments are triggered by 

objects the magnitude of which cannot be comprehended; dynamically sublime 

judgments are triggered by objects (or rather, phenomena) the power of which is beyond 

comprehension. While one might concede that the associations within an artwork could 

seem infinitely many, and thus that artworks may be capable of triggering mathematically 

sublime judgments, one is less likely to concede that an artwork could seem infinitely 

powerful, and hence that it could trigger a dynamically sublime judgment. If I happen to 

form a judgment of dynamical sublimity when reading a poem about a thunderstorm, 

goes the objection, this is because thunderstorms are unfathomably powerful—not 
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because the poem is. In other words, what is triggering the judgment of dynamical 

sublimity in the case of a poem is not the poem, but by the fear-producing images and 

themes that it conjures. While this argument has force, I will nevertheless defend the 

claim that certain artworks, in and of themselves, can in fact trigger dynamically sublime 

judgments. Whereas in mathematically sublime art, by my definition, it is the magnitude 

of the aesthetic idea that triggers the sublime judgment, I will argue that in dynamically 

sublime art the judgment is triggered by the “subjective state of mind,” i.e., the mood or 

tenor, expressed in the work.  

Dynamically Sublime Art 

The mood or tenor of a dynamically sublime artwork, as I’ve defined the latter, is 

analogous to an avalanche or thunderstorm; it is a force that the reader or viewer regards 

as strong enough to obliterate her, psychologically or even physically. Anyone who has 

ever been, or knows someone who has been, in throes of grief, anxiety, or depression, 

knows the terror that accompanies the onset of these feelings, and the respect that arises 

in their wake. Likewise, I will argue, artworks and poems that seem “possessed by” or 

“inflicted with” a certain emotion or mood—works that as it were seem violently 

“spirited”—may well invoke a judgment of dynamical sublimity. An example of this can 

be found in Tessa Rumsey’s poem “Fantasy Coat,” which begins:  

You are Dying. To be conscious of this fact in the arms of the Beloved represents 

the most beautiful trainwreck  

in the world, or religion. To be conscious of the hands’ slow disintegration 

between waves of consumption and  
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lovemaking is terror, to press one set of lips in time to another set of lips (in time) 

is both tragic and ignites the  

question of ambition, of the usefulness of kissing when seconds are slipping away 

from you. (Rumsey, 2005) 

The poem’s relentless rhythm, its references to mortality, and the powerful images that it 

conjures, indeed inspire fear—fear of the mood that possesses the speaker, and also of the 

natural and unnatural disasters referenced in the work. I cannot comprehend the strength 

of these forces, until reason enters in and completes the comprehension by adding to it 

the idea of totality. The upshot of this addition is a judgment of dynamical sublimity.  

Here one might object that I am simply confused: it is not the artwork that is 

invoking fear and subsequently respect in me, but the wars and train wrecks represented 

therein. Thus, it is not “Fantasy Coat” that triggers my judgment of dynamical sublimity, 

but the phenomena that it evokes. However, my claim is not that the wars and train 

wrecks referenced by the poem are what are triggering my judgment of sublimity; rather, 

it is poem’s mood or tenor: the “subjective state of mind” that it expresses. My fear of the 

latter can be likened to the fear that a thunderstorm invokes in a person tucked safe inside 

a storm shelter. The person in the shelter knows that he is not literally in danger, yet the 

sheer power of the storm inspires fear. Though he is safe, he knows that hypothetically 

the storm could physically annihilate him. Likewise, I know that the mood or tenor 

expressed in the poem could cause me real psychological (and perhaps even physical) 

harm if I were inflicted with it; the power of this mood exceeds my comprehension—thus 

triggering a judgment of dynamical sublimity. 
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One might now object that artworks do not have moods: the “mood” or “tenor” to 

which I am referring is not technically part of the work. Either it belongs to the author, in 

which case the work is not the cause of my dynamically sublime judgment, or it belongs 

to me, in which case the actual cause of my judgment is again independent of the work. 

In order to say that the mood, and hence the cause of my judgment, is a part of the work, 

one might argue, I would need to posit a fictional narrator to which to attribute it. But if 

the narrator is fictional, then so is the mood that is allegedly triggering my judgment of 

dynamical sublimity. Judgments of dynamical sublimity entail a feeling of fear toward 

whatever is triggering the judgment (in this case, a mood), and one cannot be afraid of 

something that one does not believe exists (i.e., something that one regards as fictional); 

therefore, a fictional narrator’s mood cannot trigger a sublime judgment. This objection 

appeals to what in philosophy of art is known as the “paradox of fiction”—the seeming 

inconsistency in the conjunction “S feels emotion m toward x” and “S does not believe 

that x exists.” The task of solving the paradox of fiction is beyond the scope of this paper; 

but that is not a problem since, as I will argue, the stated objection is misguided: one can 

form a dynamically sublime judgment in response to a poem without positing a fictional 

narrator. My argument presupposes the idea that artworks in Kant’s sense possess, or at 

least can possess, expressive properties. It should be noted upfront that I am not 

advocating an expressivist definition of art, or attributing such a definition to Kant. My 

proposal is just that certain artworks, by virtue of their expressive properties, are capable 

of triggering judgments of dynamical sublimity in the viewer or reader. 
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It is often said that a certain poem is hopeful, that a song is jubilant, etc. etc. One 

possible explanation for these statements is that “That poem is sad” just means “Reading 

that poem makes me sad.” But when I say that the opening of “Fantasy Coat” is anxious, 

I do not simply mean that it invokes anxiety in me when I read it. Often I feel no 

emotions at all when I read the poem, and sometimes the emotions that I feel are different 

from the ones I believe the poem expresses. Nor do I simply mean that I am disposed to 

feel anxious when I read the poem; for, again, I often feel no emotions at all. Yet I will 

consistently report that the poem is (or to me seems) anxious. What’s more, I’ve managed 

to convince several skeptics (people who feel, say, melancholy when they read “Fantasy 

Coat”) that the opening of the poem is not in fact melancholy. How do I manage to 

convince the skeptic? Not by arguing that she is wrong about her feelings, but by pointing 

to similarities between the poem and physical sensations that standardly accompany 

anxiety. For example, anxiety is often accompanied by a racing pulse and rapid 

breathing—sensations that find their aesthetic counterpart in the pounding rhythm of 

“Fantasy Coat’s” opening lines. Contrarily, the physical sensations that often accompany 

melancholy, e.g., lethargy, do not seem to map onto any of “Fantasy “Coat’s” qualities. 

Thus, when I say that the opening lines of “Fantasy Coat” are anxious, I mean that this 

quality can be perceived in “Fantasy Coat”—regardless what I am feeling when I read 

the poem, or what Rumsey was feeling when she wrote it. Therefore, it is “Fantasy 

Coat,” and not something independent of it, that is anxious; and it is by virtue of this 

property that “Fantasy Coat” is able to trigger my judgment of dynamical sublimity.
8
 

                                                 
8
 The idea that artworks can contain expressive properties is compatible with Kant’s notion of “charm and 
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Now, for the same reason that Kant must explain how artists are capable of 

producing works that look like nature (i.e., that appear purposive without purpose), we 

must explain how artists can be capable of producing works that look like the sublime in 

nature (i.e., that appear counter-purposive). In other words, we must explain how sublime 

art is possible. The answer to this question, I will argue, is Kant’s account of genius. If 

we accept my argument, it seems that three types of art are possible under Kant’s 

aesthetics: fine art, mathematically sublime art, and dynamically sublime art.  

Genius as the Solution to the Problem of Sublime Art 

As I argued in chapters two and three, genius in Kant’s sense—or that through 

which nature gives the rule to art—is comprised of both a purely productive element (the 

attunement of the faculties to spirit), as well as a primarily evaluative element (taste). On 

my reading, taste furnishes beautiful art with a form, which the subject deems the cause 

of her pleasure in a judgment of beauty; attunement furnishes the content of the artwork. 

Thus these two elements (or “modes”) are necessary and jointly sufficient conditions for 

the production of beautiful art, rendering genius the solution to the problem of fine art—

or the explanation of how fine art is possible. I will now argue that Kant’s genius is also 

the explanation of how sublime art is possible.  

Again, in mathematically sublime art it is the magnitude of the aesthetic idea that 

triggers the sublime judgment; in dynamically sublime art it is the subjective state of 

                                                                                                                                                 
emotion.” According to Kant, the “charm” or “emotion” of an artwork contributes its content, and often 

detracts from its beauty by invoking interested as opposed disinterested pleasure in the viewer or reader. 

For this reason, Kant warns against the excessive inclusion of charm and emotion in beautiful art (§52, 54).  
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mind that the idea expresses. Thus the capacity to produce either type of sublime art 

entails the capacity to discover and express aesthetic ideas—it entails an attunement to 

spirit. Taste, on the other hand, is neither necessary nor sufficient for the production of 

sublime art. That is to say, since taste is concerned with the form of objects, and the 

sublime is defined by its appearance of boundless formlessness, taste plays no role in the 

production of sublime art. But if this is the case, one might think that sublime art is not 

really an art of genius. An artist could conceivably possess genius in the thin sense (i.e., 

attunement to spirit) without possessing taste, and thus it would seem that one needn’t be 

a genius in the thick sense to produce sublime art. Indeed, Kant himself suggests that 

attunement to spirit and genius in the thick sense can come apart when he states that “in 

some would-be works of beautiful art we find genius [in the thin sense] without taste, 

while in others we find taste without genius [in the thin sense]” (§48). Thus I won’t make 

the strong claim that genius in the thick sense is necessary for the production of sublime 

art; my claim is just that it is sufficient for such production insofar as it entails attunement 

to spirit.
9
 But this correlation is not insignificant, given that sublime art, and hence 

attunement to spirit, are so rare.  

To conclude: a work of genius is beautiful, by Kant’s definition, if its aesthetic 

ideas are constrained by form. It is mathematically sublime, by the proposed definition, if 

its aesthetic attributes achieve such magnitude as cannot be represented by the 

                                                 
9
 If an artist could be identified as capable of producing sublime but not beautiful art, this empirical finding 

would confirm the claim that taste is not necessary for attunement to spirit, and hence that genius in the 

thick sense is merely sufficient, but not necessary, for the production of sublime art.     
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imagination, requiring reason to complete the comprehension by adding to it the idea of 

totality. Finally, a work of genius is dynamically sublime, by the proposed definition, if 

the subjective state of mind discernible in the work is so powerful as to evoke fear, and 

subsequently, respect, in the viewer or reader. The capacity to produce all three types of 

art entails attunement to spirit; thus the capacity to produce all three types of art is 

entailed by Kant’s genius.  
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Chapter V 

Conclusion 

In this paper I clarified Kant’s account of genius to the end of securing the possibility of 

fine art under Kant’s aesthetics. This required a treatment of the connection between 

genius and nature, which was given in chapter three. On my reading, nature supplies 

genius with some, but not all, of the tools and materials that are required for the 

production of beautiful art. Genius’s evaluative capacity—“taste”—is not given by 

nature, but acquired through experience. In chapter four I argued that genius, on my 

clarifying reading of Kant’s account, entails the capacity to produce, not just fine art, but 

sublime art as well. 
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